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For the born 

traveler, traveling is a 

besetting vice. 

Like other vices, it is imperious, 

demanding its victim's time, 

money, energy and the 

sacrifice of comfort.

Stuff your 

eyes with wonder, 

live as if you’d drop dead 

in ten seconds. See the world. 

It’s more fantastic than any 

dream made or paid for 

in factories.



Sri Lankan Airlines, Emirates, and Qatar airways 
offer one-stop flights from the UK via the Gulf to 
Colombo. Those traveling from the USA, Europe, 
the Middle East, South East Asia and the Far East 
can catch a connecting flight to Colombo from many 
of the main cities in Europe, the Middle East or South 
East Asia. 

Getting There

Barter for a 3-wheeler at around Rs. 40 per km or 
take set price taxis for longer journeys. Soak in the 
spectacular scenery of a train journey. Buses are 
also cheap and regular. Roads seem chaotic - 
chauffeur-driven cars run at similar cost to 
independent car hire, and are probably safer. Bicycle 
hire is only really suitable for the quieter roads.

Getting Around

Sri Lanka’s tropical climate generally offers warmth and 
sunshine throughout the year. Figures vary widely from 
region to region – as the rainfall map shows. The south-
west monsoon (Yala) brings most rain during May/June. 
The north-east monsoon (Maha) brings rain between 
December and February. There are also inter-monsoon 
rains, usually in October/early November. 

When to go

beautiful
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Dear Traveller,

DT Travels Sri Lanka brochure for 2019/20 is, in a way, a revolution from 2012 - 2020 by being recognized as one of the 
leading Destination Management Companies in collaboration of India, Malaysia, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom 
and the Europe. Optimism abounds as this beautiful tropical island, so beloved by travelers for centuries, anticipates a 
peaceful and exciting future. Number of tourists are booming again and Sri Lanka is one of the top 10th holiday 
destinations in the world. Trust DT Travels to be your guide. We live Sri Lanka whilst others can merely scratch the surface. 
We are consistently updating our opinions via the inside track, and our talented sales team here in Sri Lanka, India, 
Malaysia & the United Kingdom, will tailor your holiday to your exact specifications at what are simply highly competitive 
prices.

DT Travels is an affiliate of the below:
Ÿ International Tourism Associations Professional (ITAP)
Ÿ Member of the World Travel Market-  London
Ÿ Member of EVINTRA -  Agents network-  Germany
Ÿ Member of CeylonLife 

In depth information can find us on Google. But this brochure will give you a taste of what Sri Lanka can offer: serene 
beaches, stirring hill country, heritage, wildlife, culture and Luxury accommodation, Luxury Transportation that is both 
exceptional and distinctive.

We invite you to take a new look at Sri Lanka. You may be surprised by what you find...

Destry Bartholomeusz
Managing Director

Welcome to

Sri Lanka

www.dttravessl.wixsite.com/dttravels



Who are we?
Since DT Travels was born in 2013 over a few bottles of Lion lager in Colombo’s Cricket Club Café, the Internet 
has driven a travel revolution. DT Travels has been part of that revolution, proud to be the fastest-growing 
specialist website for Sri Lanka holidays. But we fervently believe in a timeless value too - a caring personalized 
service, which enables us to tailor a holiday to your exact needs. Now Sri Lanka has emerged unbowed from the 
horrors of the Boxing Day tsunami in 2004 and a long terrorist conflict. The generosity of spirit that persuades 
travelers to return time and again remains as strong as ever. And now the choice is wider than ever, with 
traditional beach or colonial-style hotels vying with plush villas and boutique hotels, great eco retreats and quirky 
budget hotels. Trust DT  Travels to be your guide. 

Why DT Travels? 

www.dttravessl.wixsite.com/dttravels

Our Story



Introduction

Marco Polo described this as the finest island of its 

size in the world. Only here can you gaze on palm-

fringed beaches and a lapping Indian Ocean, then 

tropical grasslands and soaring mountain peaks, all 

within a few hours’ of travel. Ruins of ancient 

kingdoms across the land give insight into a 

sophisticated ancient society and 2,500 years of 

heritage. Sri Lanka today thrives through its deep-

rooted traditions and a personality that draws so 

many back time and again. 
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1 Elephant Orphanage 

2 Yala Leopard Safari

3 Kandy’s Temple of the Tooth 4 Elephants at Minneriya

6 The Galle Dutch Fort

5 Dolphins & Whale Watching 7 Victoria Golf Club - Kandy

8 Hill Country

9 Turtle Hatchery 

10 Horton Plaints
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kingdom of

Sigiriya

A World Heritage Site is a landmark or area 
which is selected by the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) as having cultural, 

historical, scientific or other form of 
significance, and is legally protected by 

international treaties. The sites are judged 
important to the collective interests of 

humanity.To be selected, a World Heritage 
Site must be an already classified landmark, 
unique in some respect as a geographically 

and historically identifiable place having 
special cultural or physical significance (such 

as an ancient ruin or historical structure, 
building, city, complex, desert, forest, island, 

lake, monument, mountain, or wilderness 
area). It may signify a remarkable 

accomplishment of humanity, and serve as 
evidence of our intellectual history on the 

planet.
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The Cultural Triangle has brought Sri Lanka’s history alive in the 
most enthralling manner for millions of travellers. It covers the 
north central towns of Anuradhapura, Polonnaruwa, Sigiriya and 
Dambulla where extensive archaeological ruins provide a a 
glimpse into the island’s past , dating back to the 4th century B.C. 
It is here that Sri Lanka’s kings developed remarkably advanced 
civilisations. The extensive archaeological ruins of the Cultural 
Triangle are now protected as World Heritage sites. The central 
plains have low rainfall and several hotels are sumptuous enough 
to provide a holiday in their own right.

Gaze with wonder upon the ruins of Anuradhapura & Polonnaruwa

Clamber up the giant rock fortress of Sigirya

Discover Dambulla’s cave paintings and Buddha statues

Experience Vesak in Mihintale

Watch the elephants in Minneriya

Take a wooded walk through the ruins of Ritigala

Cycle on peaceful minor roads by lakes and paddyfields

Explore little-known temples and ruins off the beaten track

The extensive ruins of the former capitals, Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa

The climb up the giant rock fortress of Sigirya

Dambulla’s cave paintings and Buddha statues

The wooded walk through the ruins of Ritilgala

Don’t Miss

Cultural Triangle
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ancient 

Kandy
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The hill-country capital of Kandy lies 

on a plain amidst towering hills and 

looped by Sri Lanka's largest river: the 

Mahaweli.  The town’s pleasant 

temperate climate, its scenic location 

and its rich history has made it a 

favourite haunt for travellers. It is also 

the natural gateway to the stirring 

peaks of Sri Lanka’s hill country.  For 

almost two centuries Kandy provided a 

safe haven for the proud Kandyan 

Kingdom, until it finally fell to the 

British in 1815. Now a tiny but bustling 

city, Kandy still regards itself as the 

bastion of Buddhist philosophy.  

During the month of August, Kandy 

dazzles with the sounds and lights of 

the Kandy Perehara – a magnificent 

procession where a sacred tooth relic 

of Lord Buddha is majestically paraded 

on elephant back along the streets of 

Kandy.



For two centuries Kandy’s monarchs, protected by Kandy’s 
natural forces of rivers, mountains and jungle, proudly withstood 
the onslaught of three European forces: the Portuguese, the 
Dutch and the British. To this day it remains proud of its cultural 
heritage. The sacred tooth relic of Lord Buddha is enshrined here 
within the Dalanda Maligawa, also known as the Temple of the 
Tooth, that dates back to the 16th century.  An individual 
originally from this area is referred to as a `Kandyan’.  Distinct 
differences can be seen in the family names, traditional rituals, 
cuisine, and even the way in which the traditional sari is draped.  
Kandy was made a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1988.

A pooja at the Temple of the Tooth in honour of Lord Buddha

Kandyan dancing and drumbeats

A stroll around Kandy Lake

The Kandy Perehara, one of the finest cultural festivals in Asia

Roses and orchids in Peradeniya’s Botanical Gardens

Golf or other outdoor activities at Victoria’s scenic Golf & Country Club

Elephants bathing in the river in the Pinnewala elephant orphanage

Trekking in the magnificent Knuckles mountain range

Don’t Miss

Central Island
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adventurers 

National Parks

Sri Lanka became the first country to 

set up a flora and fauna sanctuary in 

Mihintale, as long ago as the third 

century BC, so beginning a long 

tradition of conservation. Now, 12 per 

cent of the island is designated for 

wildlife protection. Although the strict 

natural reserves are out of bounds for 

visitors, there are National Parks and 

sanctuaries, tropical rainforests, and 

wetland marshes throughout the 

island where animals can be seen in 

their natural habitat. Yala National 

Park, with a total protected area of 

1,267 sq kms, maintains a proud 

tradition. Yala's Block 1, on the western 

side of the park and Yala East (known 

as Kumana National Park) are the only 

two of five sections open to the public. 

Kumana can only be accessed via 

Arugam Bay on the South East Cost. 

Yala National Park boasts one of the 

world's densest leopard populations 

which has now dwindled to less than 

fifty. For the best leopard viewing, visit 

the park from January to July.

www.dttravessl.wixsite.com/dttravels



Yala, situated in the south east corner of the island, is 
home to the greatest variety of Sri Lanka’s wildlife. Its 
varying habitats, consisting of scrub plains, jungles, 
rocky outcrops, fresh water lakes, rivers and beaches, 
provides home to many species of animals including 
sloth bear, herds of elephants, buffalo, monkeys, 
sambar, deer, crocodiles and the endangered leopard 
subspecies, Panthera Pardus Kotiya, which is only found 
in Sri Lanka.

The magnificent Yala leopard

Yala’s open plains and abundant wildlife

Herds of wild elephants

The untamed beaches of the Yala coastline

Camping inside the park

Don’t Miss

Wildlife
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Sri Lanka became the first country to 

set up a flora and fauna sanctuary in 

Mihintale, as long ago as the third 

century BC, so beginning a long 

tradition of conservation. Now, 12 per 

cent of the island is designated for 

wildlife protection. Although the strict 

natural reserves are out of bounds for 

visitors, there are National Parks and 

sanctuaries, tropical rainforests, and 

wetland marshes throughout the 

island where animals can be seen in 

their natural habitat. Yala National 

Park, with a total protected area of 

1,267 sq kms, maintains a proud 

tradition. Yala's Block 1, on the western 

side of the park and Yala East (known 

as Kumana National Park) are the only 

two of five sections open to the public. 

Kumana can only be accessed via 

Arugam Bay on the South East Cost. 

Yala National Park boasts one of the 

world's densest leopard populations 

which has now dwindled to less than 

fifty. For the best leopard viewing, visit 

the park from January to July.

stunning

South Coast
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Sri Lanka’s jagged south coast, which DT Travels defines 
as a long stretch from Weligama to Tangalle, consists of 
delightful coral-protected bays and headlands and 
offers a greater diversity of beaches than the west coast. 
Stunning tropical sandy beaches, rural fishing villages, 
untouched wilderness and a vibrant cultural heritage 
makes the southern coastal belt an ideal holiday 
experience for those wishing to escape the larger 
tourist centres.

Surfing in Mirissa

Scuba diving in Dickwella

Sailing and deep sea fishing at Mirissa Water Sports Centre

Weligama’s stilt fisherman

Whale & Dolphin-watching from December to April

Turtle night safari in Rekuwa

Don’t Miss

South Coast
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chilling

Hill Station

British planters flocked to the hill 

country following the introduction of 

tea in 1867 and Nuwara Eliya soon 

developed into a summer retreat.  

Railway lines were extended to the 

southern h igh lands inc lud ing 

Bandarawela.  Nuwara Eliya’s British 

tea planters soon saw the potential of 

Bandarawela which was then a little-

known village hamlet, but became into 

a popular holiday resort, especially for 

planters and railway employees.  The 

Hill Country’s magnificent landscapes, 

cool climate and relaxed lifestyle, 

continues to attract many local and 

foreign travellers seeking to escape 

the daily grind.
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Few, if any, small islands have as much geographical 
diversity and Sri Lanka’s tea-growing hills offer 
breathtaking landscapes. Drive into the highlands from 
Kandy and discover Sri Lanka at its most dramatic: a land 
of gurgling mountain streams and steep hillsides 
cloaked in luminous green tea, sweet-scented Cyprus 
and Eucalyptus trees. Nuwara Eliya, nestled at the foot 
of a mountain, was made into a summer retreat by the 
British in the early 1800s and much of its colonial 
character still remains. Those who have travelled this 
uphill journey by train will confirm that it is one of the 
most enchanting train journeys in the world.

Wind past misty mountain peaks and cascading waterfalls

Walk through lush green tea plantations, mountainous landscapes and rural villages

Stay in a tea planter’s bungalow

Take a train journey to the southern highlands

Stunning vistas – such as the from Haputale to the south coast on a clear day

Take a jeep ride around Horton Plains national park

Night-time climb up the sacred Adam’s Peak

A round of golf at the Nuwara Eliya Golf Club

Don’t Miss

Hill Country
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Itineraries

www.dttravessl.wixsite.com/dttravels

PA C K A G E I N C L U D E S :
· Hotel Accommodations with Breakfast

· Private Super Luxury CAR / VAN / COACH with A/C for the entire tour & transfers

· Private touring with a Qualified Language speaking Guide / Driver

· Airport transfers with assistance

· Road/interstate taxes, fuel surcharges

· (The price includes petrol, tolls, road taxes, a driver and his accommodation and meals) 

VALUE ADDED SERVICES FROM DT TRAVELS:

· 24-hour Customer Service on +94 (0) 77 630 7625 / +94 (0) 77 753 1167

· Complementary herbal drink.

· Breakfast packets for early morning arrivals

· Tea Factory & Demonstration – Free (guided tour)

· Gem Museum & Demonstration – Free (guided tour)

· Complementary SIM card on arrival. 

· Breakfast Packets for early morning arrivals.

· One Complementary water bottle Per Person / Per Day.



Day 1 - Arrival at the airport and transfer to Kandy via Pinnawala Elephant orphanage / Herbal & Spice Garden / Temple of 

the tooth / Upper Lake / Cultural Dance Show / Evening walk through the city / Stay in Kandy. (4 Hrs Drive)

Day 2 - After Breakfast Checkout from hotel & Transfer to Airport for Departure via Temple of the tooth / Gem Museum / 

Royal Botanical Garden.

01 Night | 02 Days DESTINATIONS COVERED:

www.dttravessl.wixsite.com/dttravels

KANDY | PINNAWALA
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03 Nights | 04 Days DESTINATIONS COVERED:
KANDY | NUWARA ELIYA | COLOMBO

Day 1 - Arrival at the airport and transfer to Kandy via Pinnawala Elephant orphanage / Herbal & Spice Garden / Temple of the 

tooth / Upper Lake / Cultural Dance Show / Evening walk through the city / Stay in Kandy. (4 Hrs Drive)

Day 2 - After Breakfast proceed to Nuwara Eliya via Gem Museum / Ramboda Falls / Tea Factory (Blue Field) / Ambewela (New 

Zealand) Farm / Strawberry Farm / Evening walk around Gregory Lake / Stay in Nuwara Eliya. (3 Hrs Drive)

Day 3 - After Breakfast proceed to Colombo via St. Clairs & Devon falls / Colombo City tour / Gangaramaya temple / 

Independent Square / Galle Face Green / Commercial Shopping / Evening relax at the hotel in Colombo. (Approximately 2Hrs)

Day 4 - After Breakfast Checkout from hotel & Transfer to Airport for Departure



04 Nights | 05 Days

www.dttravessl.wixsite.com/dttravels

DESTINATIONS COVERED:
NEGOMBO | KANDY | NUWARA ELIYA | BENTOTA

Day 1 - Arrival at the airport and transfer to Negombo (Approximately 4Hrs)

Day 2 - After Breakfast proceed to Kandy via Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage / Herbal & Spice Garden / Temple of the tooth relic / 

Upper Lake / Batik Factory / Cultural Dance Show / Evening walk through the city / Stay in Kandy (Approximately 4Hrs)

Day 3 - After Breakfast proceed to Nuwara Eliya via Gem Museum / Royal Botanical Garden / Ramboda Falls / Tea Factory / 

Ambewela (New Zealand) Farm / Strawberry Farm / Evening walk around Gregory Lake / Stay in Nuwara Eliya. (Approximately 3Hrs)

Day 4 - After Breakfast proceed to Colombo via St. Clairs & Devon falls / Colombo City tour / Gangaramaya temple / Independent 

Square / Galle Face Green / Commercial Shopping / Evening relax at the hotel in Colombo. (Approximately 5Hrs)

Day 5 - After Breakfast Checkout from hotel & Transfer to Airport for Departure



05 Nights | 06 Days

www.dttravessl.wixsite.com/dttravels

DESTINATIONS COVERED:
PILGRIMAGE TOUR

Day 1 - Arrival at the airport and transfer to Habarana via Munneswaran Temple /  Manvari Temple 

Day 2 - After Breakfast proceed to Kandy via Trincomalee (Koneswaram Kovil / Manawari Temple / Shankari Devi Temple / Kinniya 

Hot water wells ) / Temple of the Sacred Tooth Relic / Evening walk through the city / Stay in Kandy.

Day 3 - After Breakfast proceed Nuwara Eliya via Shree Bakta Hanuman Temple / Ramboda Falls / Tea Factory / Evening walk around 

Gregory Lake / Stay in Nuwara Eliya. (Approximately 3Hrs)

Day 4 - After Breakfast proceed to Kataragama via Sita Amman Temple / Haggala Botanical Gardens / Istreepura cave / Ravana Cave 

& falls / Evening relax at the hotel in Kataragama.

Day 5 - After Breakfast proceed to Colombo via Ussangoda / Anjaneyar Temple / Colombo City tour / Gangaramaya temple / 

Independent Square / Galle Face Green / Commercial Shopping / Evening relax at the hotel in Colombo.

Day 6 - After Breakfast Checkout from hotel & Transfer to Airport for Departure.

· MUNNESWARAN TEMPLE

· MANVARI TEMPLE

· KONESWARAM KOVIL 

· MANAWARI TEMPLE 

· SHANKARI DEVI TEMPLE 

· KINNIYA HOT WATER WELLS 

· TEMPLE OF THE SACRED TOOTH RELIC
· SHREE BAKTA HANUMAN TEMPLE

· RAMBODA FALLS 

· TEA FACTORY

· SITA AMMAN TEMPLE

· HAGGALA BOTANICAL GARDENS

· ISTREEPURA CAVE

· RAVANA CAVE & FALLS

· USSANGODA

· ANJANEYAR TEMPLE 

· GANGARAMAYA TEMPLE 

· INDEPENDENT SQUARE

· GALLE FACE GREEN 

BEST OF PILGRIMAGE IN SRI LANKA:
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06 Nights | 07 Days
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DESTINATIONS COVERED:
COLOMBO | SIGIRIYA | KANDY | NUWARA ELIYA
BENTOTA | COLOMBO

Day 1 - Meet upon arrival at the airport transfer to Colombo. Check in at your hotel in Colombo. Rest of the day at Leisure. 

Day 2 - After Breakfast proceed to  Sigiriya via Pinnawala Elephant orphanage (Can be visited depends on the flight arrival time / 

Close at 4pm) / Sigiriya Lions Rock / Evening walk through the city / Stay in Sigiriya (Approximately 4Hrs)

Day 3 - After Breakfast proceed to Kandy via Minneriya wildlife safari (Optional) / Dambulla cave temple / Herbal & Spice Garden / 

Temple of the tooth / Batik Factory / Cultural Dance Show / Evening walk through the city / Stay in Kandy. (Approximately 3.5Hrs)

Day 4 - After Breakfast proceed to Nuwara Eliya via Gem Museum / Upper Lake / Ramboda Falls / Tea Factory / Ambewela (New 

Zealand) Farm / Strawberry Farm / Evening walk around Gregory Lake / Stay in Nuwara Eliya. (Approximately 3Hrs)

Day 5 - After Breakfast proceed to Bentota via St. Clairs & Devon falls / Sea Turtle Hatchery / Galle Dutch fort / Evening relax at the 

hotel in Bentota. (Approximately 4.5Hrs)

Day 6 - After Breakfast proceed to Colombo via City tour / Gangaramaya temple / Independent Square / Galle Face Green / 

Commercial Shopping / Evening relax at the hotel in Colombo. (Approximately 2Hrs)

Day 7 - After Breakfast Checkout from hotel & Transfer to Airport for Departure (Approximately 1.5Hrs)



07 Nights | 08 Days
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DESTINATIONS COVERED:
DAMBULLA | KANDY | NUWARA ELIYA | YALA | HIKKADUWA | COLOMBO

Day 1 - Arrival at the airport and transfer to Dambulla via Pinnawala Elephant orphanage / Sigiriya Lions Rock / Evening walk 

through the city / Stay in Dambulla

Day 2 - After Breakfast proceed to Kandy via Dambulla Cave Temple / Herbal & Spice Garden / Temple of the tooth / Evening 

relax at hotel in Kandy.

Day 3 - After Breakfast proceed to Peradeniya Royal Botanical Garden / Gem Museum / Batik Factory / Upper Lake / Cultural 

Dance Show / Evening relax at hotel in Kandy.

Day 4 - After Breakfast proceed to Nuwara Eliya via Gem Museum / Upper Lake / Ramboda Falls / Tea Factory / Ambewela (New 

Zealand) Farm / Strawberry Farm / Evening walk around Gregory Lake / Stay in Nuwara Eliya. (Approximately 3Hrs)

Day 5 - After Breakfast proceed to Tissamaharama via Ella Rawana Falls / Cave / Stay in Tissamaharama.

Day 6 - Collect Early Breakfast & proceed to Hikkaduwa via Yala National Park / Galle Dutch Fort / Sea Turtle hatchery / Relax by 

the beach at Hikkaduwa Hotel. 

Day 7 - After Breakfast proceed to Colombo via City tour / Gangaramaya temple / Independent Square  / Galle Face Green / 

Commercial Shopping / Evening relax at the hotel in Colombo.

Day 8 - Checkout from hotel & Transfer to Airport for Departure



Accommodation

its not your customers to

responsibility 

chance
to make sure theyits your 

 to forget youdon�t have a 

 remember you







Luxury
Transportation



Cars for 02 Passengers

Vans for 06 Passengers

Vans for 12 PassengersMini Coaches for 16 Passengers

Large Coaches for 39 Passengers

Yacht Services Sea Plane Transfers

Large Coaches for 47 Passengers

Large Coaches for 39 Passengers



See What our 

Customers
 talk about us







Head Office  - Sri Lanka
No: 165 Z/03, Batagama North, Ja Ela. Sri Lanka - 11350

T: +94 11 224 1609 M: +94 77 630 7625 / +94 77 733 7190

E: enquiries-dttravels@outlook.com | sales.uk-dttravels@outlook.com

W: www.dttravessl.wixsite.com/dttravels

Find Us On

Malaysia :
No: 8 Jalan Melikai 53, Kampung Raja Uda
42000 Pelabuhan Klang, 
Selangor, Malaysia

Exclusive Global Collaborations 

South India :
No.201, Saranya Springs, 
Main Sai Baba Temple Road, 
Munnekolala, Bangalore,
560037 - Karanataka, 
Bengaluru - INDIA

North India :
Flat No.501, 5th Floor, 
Plot No.179 Gandhi Nagar, 
Dombivli East, 421204, 
Maharashtra - INDIA

Qatar :
Muaither, Umm Aldoom St, 
P.O. Box: 90652, 
Doha  - Qatar.
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